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Kinetics of the coil-to-helix transition on a rough energy landscape

A. Baumketner* and J.-E. Shea†
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The kinetics of folding of a fully atomic seven-residue polyalanine peptide in an implicit solvent are studied
using molecular dynamics simulations. The use of an implicit solvent is found to dramatically increase the
frustration of the energy landscape relative to simulations performed in an explicit solvent@Phys. Rev. Lett.85,
2637~2000!#. While the native state in both implicit and explicit solvent simulations is ana-helix, the kinetics
of the coil-to-helix transition differ significantly. In contrast to the explicit solvent simulations, the native state
in the implicit solvent simulations is not kinetically accessible at temperatures where it is thermodynamically
stable and could not be brought into equilibrium with other conformational states. At temperatures where
statistical equilibrium was achieved, the conformational diffusion folding mechanism, found earlier to be
adequate for this peptide in an explicit solvent@Phys. Rev. Lett.85, 2637 ~2000!#, is met with only limited
success. Issues relating to the evaluation of the quality of implicit solvent models on the basis of thermody-
namic criteria only are reexamined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, molecular dynamics~MD! simulations
have become an established and vital tool for the theore
investigations of proteins@1#. Recent developments in com
puter hardware technologies have allowed the study of
creasingly complex protein systems on modern comput
In numerical studies of atomistic protein models, particula
spectacular success was achieved in the understanding o
thermodynamics of folding@2#. Recent advances in algo
rithm developments~such as generalized ensemble sampl
@3#!, as well as the emergence of novel methods to ana
simulation trajectories@4# or even entire classes of prote
models@5#, have enabled theorists to probe experimenta
relevant issues pertaining to the free energy differences
tween unfolded and native states. Free energy maps
structed as functions of a few selected reaction coordin
can now be routinely generated for small single-domain p
teins and peptides. By using special sampling technique
also becomes increasingly feasible to discuss folding me
nisms for larger proteins, such as dihydrofolate reductase@2#.

In terms of protein folding kinetics, the success of dire
computer simulations of fully solvated proteins rema
rather limited@6#. Due to the associated computational effo
simulations of folding events on biologically relevant tim
scales~1 ms or longer! for systems containing thousands
atoms are prohibitively costly. The recent ‘‘brute force’’ M
investigation by Duan and Kollman@7# is representative o
the complexity of the problem. The failure of a month-lon
simulation carried out on a CRAY supercomputer to obse
a single folding event for a 36-residue peptide clearly de
onstrates that systematic numerical studies of protein fold
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at a microscopic level are still beyond our reach, even on
most powerful parallel computers.

In light of the computational obstacles associated w
explicit solvent simulations, the use of implicit solvent mo
els has emerged as a promising alternative for kinetic stud
Over the past decade a large variety of such models h
been developed and tested in biological applications@8,9#.
The quality of these models is commonly evaluated by ju
ing how well implicit solvent models reproduce low-energ
protein structures observed in experiments~or explicit sol-
vent simulations!. In the language of energy landscap
theory, the quality of an implicit solvent model is evaluat
based on how accurately it can predict the location of
native state in the multidimensional conformation space. T
location of the lowest-energy state on the energy surface
however, only one ingredient to understanding protein fo
ing within the energy landscape perspective. Of equal imp
tance is the time scale on which the native state can
reached under physiological conditions, in other words,
kinetic accessibility of the native state. The issue of kine
accessibility is intrinsically tied to the degree of frustration
a protein model, or the relative roughness of its energy la
scape. The latter, by nature an abstract qualitative conc
can be quantified, among other means, by the thermo
namic ratioR5Tf /Tg of the folding temperatureTf to the
glass transition temperatureTg @10#. The relevance of this
ratio for theoretical modeling of proteins lies in its ability t
categorize protein models as fast or slow folders. The na
state of a protein withR,1 is not accessible at physiolog
cally relevant temperatures, despite having the lowest en
of all possible conformations. Such a system is frustrated
is considered a poor, slow-folding protein model. Prote
models withR.1, on the other hand, are believed to fo
rapidly and may offer a more accurate representation of
folding properties of real proteins.

In this paper, we demonstrate that in developing impli
solvent models, the kinetic accessibility of the native st
should be given as much consideration as the location of
thermodynamic ground state. Using all-atom simulations o
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A. BAUMKETNER AND J.-E. SHEA PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 051901 ~2003!
seven-residue alanine peptide, we show that despite fol
to the native state predicted from simulations in an expl
solvent @11#, an oversimplified implicit solvent model pro
duces unrealistic degrees of frustration in the underlying
tential energy surface. At temperatures where the native s
is expected to be stable, simulations were dominated by l
traps in misfolded conformations and failed to reach equi
rium over the time period of 6ms, encompassing thousand
of folding events. Equilibrium was only achieved at high
temperatures where the statistical weight of the native sta
less than 1%. Even at these temperatures, important as
of the kinetics observed with our implicit solvent model d
agree with those found in previous explicit-solvent simu
tions. In particular, the kinetic mechanism of conformation
diffusion search, found to be adequate for this peptide
explicit solvent simulations@11#, is met here with only lim-
ited success. The theoretical mean first-passage time e
ated by the diffusion-equation formula of Bryngelson a
Wolynes@12,13# is about five times longer than the foldin
time estimated directly from simulations. Poor agreement
tween earlier results@11#, obtained in explicit solvent condi
tions, and those obtained here for the same peptide in
plicit solvent, highlights the need to consider both kine
and thermodynamic criteria when assessing implicit solv
models ~for example, through the calculation of long-tim
correlation functions@14#! rather than relying solely on re
producing the native state@9,15#.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the simulations methods as well as the all-atom model of
polyalanine peptide. The folding kinetics of the model pe
tide are discussed in Sec. III. Conclusions are presente
Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The structure, thermodynamics, and dynamics of alan
polypeptides have long been a subject of great interes
protein science. The high helical propensity of alanine-ba
homopolymers makes these peptides ideal candidates to
various theories of protein folding, in particular theories
the helix-coil transition@16#. Over the past decades, form
tion of helices in polyalanines and their stability have be
the subject of intense experimental studies@17#. Theoretical
approaches to this problem have involved a wide range
methods and models@11,18–22#. Atomistic models of poly-
alanines, solvated in explicit water, were studied by mole
lar dynamics@11# and peptide growth methods@19# to eluci-
date the details of the coil-helix transition. Kleinet al. @21#
used simulated annealing methods with a solvent acces
surface area implicit solvent model to locate the native s
of polyalanines and study their conformational statistics
finite temperatures. An EEF1 implicit solvent model w
used by Levyet al. @22# to investigate the effects of solvatio
on free energy surfaces~which in turn reflect peptide confor
mational preferences fora-helical or b-sheet conforma-
tions!. The treatment of long-time dynamics in polyalani
peptides, barely tractable in regular molecular dynam
simulations, was addressed by Huoet al. @20# using the re-
action path method.
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A. Polyalanine model

In this paper we consider a seven-residue long alan
polypeptide Ace-(Ala)7-Nme. The CHARMM PARAM19
force field is used for interatomic interactions with all hea
atoms and hydrogens bound to nitrogen atoms consid
explicitly. No cutoff distances are applied for long-range v
der Waals and Coulomb interactions. To model the prese
of solvent, we used a distance-dependent dielectric cons
e5r @9# in our simulations. It should be noted that settin
e5r provides a very crude way to account for the elect
static part of the solvation energy. Nevertheless, simulati
employing this simplified implicit solvent have shown som
encouraging results@9# with regard to the nature of the nativ
state and distance-dependent dielectric constants are w
used nowadays in biological applications@23,24#. Simula-
tions using a distance-dependent dielectric constant do
require more computational effort than simulations p
formed in vacuum and in this respect compare favora
with other implicit solvation models, such as those based
the surface accessible area calculations@8#. Since our aim is
a detailed study of the folding kinetics in implicit solven
conditions, it is imperative to keep the computational burd
of the simulations as low as possible.

To determine the native state of the considered polya
nine we launched a series of simulated annealing runs.
computations were organized according to the logarithm
temperature protocolTi 115aTi whereTi 11 andTi are tem-
peratures at two consecutive cooling stages. By setting
parametera in this protocol to 0.9 the temperature was r
duced from 800 K to 10 K, allowing 105 equilibration time
steps at each particular temperature. A total of 50 simulati
were launched, of which 17 reached the native basin~in our

FIG. 1. Nativea-helical state of the polyalanine model consi
ered in the present study.
1-2
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TABLE I. The backbone dihedrals (f,c) for the studied polyalanine model in thea-helical native state
conformation.

Residue no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

f,c (262,242) (263,232) (274,239) (262,238) (265,239) (270,234) (268,238)
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definition, conformations with rms deviations from the n
tive state of less than 0.6 Å!.

We found that the native state of the studied pept
model is ana helix, as shown in Fig. 1. Characteristica
helical patterns of hydrogen bonds, formed between hyd
gens of residuei and oxygens of residuei 14, are readily
seen in the figure. The energy of the native helix is294.6
kCal/mol. The values of the seven backbone (f,c) dihedral
angles of the native state compiled in Table I are consis
with those obtained in previous simulations@11,21#. We note
that recent experimental studies indicate that polyalanine
quences with fewer than ten residues may preferenti
adopt polyproline II rather thana-helical structures@18#. The
higher helical propensity found in simulations may res
from small errors in the force fields@25#.

B. Details of molecular dynamics simulations

The CHARMM macromolecular modeling program@26#
was used to perform the molecular dynamics simulatio
Six canonical ensemble simulations at temperaturesT
5470, 500, 550, 600, 700, and 800 K were carried out us
the velocity Verlet algorithm and the Nose´-Hoover@27# ther-
mostat method with theq friction parameter set to 50 ps
Throughout the work we employed the integration time s
dt51 fs which was chosen such that the conformational
tistics of the model generated for a set of temperatures
not change noticeably when shorter integration time st
were used. The length of the hydrogen-nitrogen bonds~the
only bonds involving hydrogen atoms in the present syste!
was kept constant during the simulations through
SHAKE algorithm @28#. The lengths of the simulations de
pended on the temperature considered. The longest
simulation time was 7ms, at the lowest temperature consi
ered,T5470 K. At the highest temperatureT5800 K the
total physical time reached by the simulations was 0.15ms.
During the simulations, peptide conformations were sto
into a file at a regular time interval ofDt5400 time steps.
Special care was taken in selecting this value of the t
interval. Since our aim is to generate folding events, the t
resolution with which conformations are saved along the
jectory should be no longer than the average time the pro
spends in the native state, here the time required to re
conformations differing from the native state by more th
0.6 Å in rms. Otherwise some of the folding events may p
unregistered in the simulations, thereby distorting the fi
results for the folding time. To avoid such situations we ve
fied explicitly, by running short unfolding simulations, th
the model stays in the native state longer than 400 time s
on average, at all temperatures considered.
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III. RESULTS

A. Slow kinetics of folding

Over the course of the simulations the peptide underw
multiple rounds of folding and unfolding. The rms displac
ment of a given conformation from the native state was ta
to be the progress variable of folding. Conformations w
rms ,0.6 Å were considered to be folded. For the unfold
state there is no unique way to define its boundaries, si
technically, every non-native conformation is unfolded. F
the sake of comparison with theoretical calculations that
low later in the text, we consider here conformations w
3.7. rms .3.6 Å to be unfolded. A justification for this
choice, as well as a discussion of the nature of the unfol
state in determining folding rates will be given in a lat
section. By analyzing the simulation trajectories, sequen
of folding ~as well as unfolding! times were generated at th
six temperatures considered. To give an idea of the exten
data considered, we note that the sequence of folding ti
recorded forT5500 K contained 7582 entries. Comparab
numbers were generated at each temperature. The sequ
were used to construct distributions of the folding timePf(t)
as well as the probability distributionP(t) for the protein to
remain unfolded at timet, provided that folding started a
time zero~i.e., the survival probability!. The latter is shown
in Fig. 2~a! for a range of temperatures. The trend for foldin
dynamics to slow down at low temperatures is immediat
apparent in the figure. At the highest simulated temperat
800 K, the survival probabilityP(t) is determined by a
single time scale. At this temperature, a single-exponen
functione2at can successfully fit the simulation data. As th
temperature decreases, the survival probability begins
spread. Events occurring at longer times become incre
ingly relevant at lowT and the relaxation processes in th
system begin to split into two different time scales. Th
feature already appears atT5700 K and becomes increas
ingly pronounced at lower temperatures where the surv
probability acquires slowly relaxing tails and becom
strongly nonexponential. Our attempts to fitP(t) at low
temperatures to the biexponential formfe2at1(1
2f)e2bt, characteristic for folding mechanism that spli
folding pathways into slow and fast channels, were uns
cessful. We also failed to fit the long-time tails ofP(t) either
to a single or stretched exponential functionf e2(at)b

. The
nature of the exact functional form ofP(t) remains ambigu-
ous. Although the low-temperature kinetics could be rep
sented as a sum of more than two exponentials, it is unc
how many exponents are required and, more importan
what is the physical meaning of these exponents.

As the temperature is lowered from 800 to 470 K, t
time scale of the relevant relaxation processes varies wil
1-3
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A. BAUMKETNER AND J.-E. SHEA PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 051901 ~2003!
almost over two orders of magnitude@Fig. 2~a!#. In dealing
with slow processes of this nature, the statistics of the sim
lation data become a key issue and it is critical to ensure
statistical convergence has occurred in the properties o
terest. We test the statistics by splitting the trajectories i
five nonoverlapping parts and computing the distribut
P(t) for each of them separately. This allows us to locate
portions ofP(t) with poor convergence as those displayi
significant scatter in different parts of the trajectory. The
sults of this analysis are shown in Fig. 2~b! for two tempera-
tures, 470 K and 600 K. It is clear from the figure that at t
higher temperature the survival probability is sufficien
converged at all times. At the lower temperature, on the o
hand, different parts of the same trajectory produce differ
values forP(t). The same results were obtained for the s
ond lowest temperature studied in this paper, 500 K. As
lustrated in Fig. 2~b!, with the exception of the short tim
behavior (t,2 ns), the survival probability cannot be rel
ably determined from the simulation data obtained in
present work at bothT5470 and 500 K. In particular, it is
impossible to reach a definite conclusion regarding
buildup of the linear segment at long times in Fig. 2~a! as the
temperature decreases.

FIG. 2. Probability distributionP(t) of the studied polyalanine
model to remain in an unfolded state at timet when folding is
initiated at time zero. It is assumed that upon folding the prot
cannot escape from the native state.~a! P(t) at varying tempera-
ture,~b! P(t) at two selected temperatures demonstrating the ex
of statistical convergence of the data. The curves in both parts
shifted upward for visual convenience.
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It is interesting to note that the kinetics of unfolding~i.e.,
of the helix-to-coil transition!, differ significantly from the
kinetics of folding. The survival probability function for th
folded state for a range of temperatures is plotted in Fig
The kinetics are exponential at all temperatures conside
although the fit becomes poorer at short times as the t
perature is increased. The unfolding time as a function
inverse temperature is plotted in the inset of Fig. 3. T
unfolding time increases with decreasing temperature and
kinetics appear to be Arrhenius at low temperatures.

The linear segment in the distribution of the first-passa
times could indicate a power-law dependence of the surv
probability on time. This type of probability distribution, th
so-called Le´vy distribution, was theoretically predicted fo
proteins on the basis of the random energy model@29–31#. If
true in the case of more realistic protein models, this find
will have profound consequences for the protein foldi
problem, especially for the stability of the native state at lo
temperatures. We illustrate our point with the following e
ample. Let us assume that the folding timet satisfies a Le´vy
power-law distribution:

P̄f~t!;
mtb

m

t11m
, t→`, ~1!

where the exponentm,1 andtb specifies the time scale o
the problem. For such statistical distributions, which we re
to as broad to distinguish them from the normal narrow d
tributions, the mean value of the relevant stochastic varia
in our case the folding time, does not exist. The folding tim
in this situation is characterized not by its mean value,
rather by its most probable value which is accurate up to
order of magnitude and not reproducible in repetitive expe
ments. Let us further assume, as suggested by the pre
results, that the unfolding time obeys a narrow distributio

n

nt
re

FIG. 3. Survival probability for the folded state at different tem
peratures. The solid line corresponds to the simulation data, w
the symbols represent the fit of the data to an exponential funct
The unfolding time is plotted as a function of inverse temperature
the inset. Conformations reaching an rms deviation of 3.6 Å fr
the native state are considered to be unfolded.
1-4
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KINETICS OF THE COIL-TO-HELIX TRANSITION ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 051901 ~2003!
P̄u~t!;
1

tu
e2t/tu, t→`, ~2!

with well-defined finite mean valuetu ~which nevertheless
can be fairly large at low temperatures below the melt
point!. For refolding experiments carried out for a sing
protein that exhibits the above patterns of folding and
folding statistics, the time average of the probabilityPN to be
found in the native state is simply given by the ratio of t
time spent in the native stateTN to the total observation time
TN1TU :

PN5
TN

TN1TU
, ~3!

whereTU is the time spent by the protein in the unfolde
state. For a large numberN of folding/unfolding events oc-
curring over a long observation timeQ, the folding statistics
@Eq. ~1!# implies that@32# TU5jtbN1/m, wherej is a ran-
dom variable of order 1. Likewise, the unfolding kineti
@Eq. ~2!# predicts that the time spent by the protein in
folded state isTN5tuN1O(AN). SubstitutingTN and TU
into Eq. ~3! one finds that in the leading order inN the
probability of the native state is

PN5
tuN

tuN1jtbN1/m
;

tu

jtb
N(m21)/m;

1

Q12m
→0, Q→`.

~4!

In this expression we made use of the approximation for
observation timeQ;TU appropriate for stochastic process
governed by Le´vy distributions@32#. Equation~4! predicts
that the probability of the native state population vanishe
long Q when the exponentm of the folding time distribution
P̄f(t) is lower than 1. In other words, due to the fact th
folding times are infinitely longer that unfolding times, a
isolated protein obeying the Le´vy folding distribution @Eq.
~1!# will spontaneously unfold if the experiment is allowed
continue over a sufficiently long observation time. A simil
conclusion that proteins should denature when observe
sufficiently long times can also be reached for an ensem
of proteins @32#. The specific exponent characterizing t
time decay of the ensemble average of the native state p
lation is different, however, from the one given above for t
time average. This disagreement is a direct consequenc
ergodicity breaking in systems subject to Le´vy type statistics.
In such systems, time averages are not equal to ense
averages and the rules of usual thermodynamics ceas
apply. This holds true of the requirements for thermod
namic stability of the native state, as can be seen from
above discussion.

B. Conformational diffusion mechanism of folding

According to the energy landscape theory@10,33,34#,
folding of a protein can be depicted as stochastic motion
the statistically averaged free energy surface defined in te
of a few collective variables, or reaction coordinates. Wh
the space of the reaction coordinates is taken to be o
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dimensional, characterized by a variablex, and the stochas
tic motion of the protein on the energy surface is conside
to be Brownian, such thatx satisfies the Smoluchowski dif
fusion equation, it is possible to derive an explicit express
for the mean first-passage time for folding@12#:

t f5
1

DE
xun f

x f ol
dxE

xre f

x

dyeb[U(x)2U(y)] , ~5!

whereU(x) is the free energy profile inx, b is the inverse
temperature, andD is the conformational diffusion constan
which here is taken to be independent ofx. The integration
in Eq. ~5! is carried from the states corresponding to t
unfolded ensemblexun f to the native statesx f ol . In the
diffusion-equation terminologyxun f reflects the initial con-
ditions of the equation,x f ol is an absorbing boundary~the
protein cannot unfold once it has folded! andx re f denotes a
reflective boundary of the equation. The folding process o
protein within this theoretical formalism is fully defined b
two terms: the free energy surfaceU(x) and the conforma-
tional diffusion constantD. The free energy profileU(x)
52kBT ln@P(x)# along the rms reaction coordinate as w
as the related probability distribution functionP(x) are
shown in Fig. 4 for the studied temperatures. A detailed d
cussion on the probability distribution will follow later in th
text.

Recently, the validity of the conformational diffusion fo
malism as implemented on the basis of Eq.~5!, was tested
@11# in explicit solvent simulations on a five-residue alani
polypeptide by using AMBER94 force field. By computin
the free energy surfaces directly from simulations and
taining a value of the conformational diffusion constant fro
fits to the theoretical and simulation mean first-passage ti
~MFPT!, the authors concluded that the conformational d
fusion search adequately describes the folding mechanis
the polyalanine peptide. This result was supported by
observation of nonexponential kinetics in the model, wh
arise naturally within the conformational diffusion theor
Indeed, according to this theory, transitions of a protein i
the native state are considered from a multitude of n
native conformations that contribute to the folding time w
broadly distributed rates.

More recently, it was shown that the conformational d
fusion coefficientD can also be evaluated directly in simu
lations without resorting to potentially unreliable fitting pro
cedures@13#. Specifically,D can be estimated from the fre
energy profile and time course of the reaction coordinatx
as the integral overc(t), the time correlation function ofx,
and the generalized force exerted on this variableF@x#
52]U(x)/]x. The utility of this approach was demon
strated by calculating the MFPT of a smallb sheet off-lattice
protein. Here we employ the formalism of Ref.@13# to evalu-
ate the folding time of the studied polyalanine, using t
RMS deviation as the reaction coordinate. The theoretic
calculated MFPT as well as the one obtained directly fr
our simulations are shown in Fig. 5~a!. The MFPT curve has
the characteristic V-shaped structure reported in earlier si
lations @13# for the temperature dependence of protein fo
ing times. The increase in MFPT at high temperatures ar
from the low statistical probability of the native state, whi
1-5
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A. BAUMKETNER AND J.-E. SHEA PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 051901 ~2003!
the increase at low temperatures is a consequence of ki
trapping. Note that in the explicit solvent simulations@11#
only the lower temperature part of the MFPT was report
As mentioned above, our simulations failed to reach equi
rium for the two lowest temperatures considered. To refl
this fact, the data fort f at these temperatures are marked
open symbols in Fig. 5~a!. Also for these temperatures, an
additionally for T5550 K, we failed to obtain convergen
results for the time correlation functionc(t). As a conse-
quence, the theoretical data fort f at these temperatures a
missing in the figure. The equilibration was successful
higher temperatures where it affords an assessment o
validity of the conformational diffusion folding mechanis
for the present model. As can be seen from Fig. 5~a!, there
are significant discrepancies between the theoretical re
calculated using formula~5! and those obtained directly from
simulations. In simulations, a conformation was conside
to be folded when its rms deviation from the native state w
less than 0.6 Å. Simulation and diffusion-equation foldi
times agree well qualitatively, both predicting a decrease
folding time as the temperature is lowered. The quantita
difference between the two methods, however, is fairly lar

FIG. 4. ~a! Free energy profiles along the rms deviation from t
native state.~b! Probability distribution functions of rms compute
for the seven-residue polyalanine model studied in the pre
work. For visual convenience the curves in both parts have b
shifted upward.
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the theory predicts MFPT at least five times longer than t
obtained from simulations. This discrepancy should be co
pared to a difference of less than twofold obtained in t
previous applications of the conformational diffusion forma
ism @13,35# for different minimal protein models. With thes
points considered, we must conclude that the success of
mula ~5! in predicting the folding time for the present mod
is rather limited.

When assumed to be correct for the rms deviation fr
the native state, the formalism of Brownian dynamics~or
equivalently the Smoluchowski equation@11#! can be used to
evaluate conformational diffusion coefficientD. The diffu-
sion coefficient represents clear theoretical interest as on
the ingredients involved in formula~5! that allows direct
evaluation of the folding time once the free energy profile
known. It can be calculated by matching theoretically co
puted MFPT with that obtained from the simulation traje
tory directly. Any disagreements between the diffusion co
ficient computed in the direct way and that obtained by
fitting procedure signify deviations of the dynamics of t
reaction coordinate~rms! from the Brownian dynamics. Dif-
fusion coefficientD computed directly in simulations an
that obtained through fitting of the MFPTs calculated by u
ing conformations with rms53.6 Å as the unfolded en

nt
n

FIG. 5. ~a! Mean first-passage time obtained for the stud
polyalanine model through the diffusion-equation formula~5! and
that calculated directly in folding simulations.~b! Conformational
diffusion coefficientD computed directly from simulation trajector
and that obtained by fitting the theoretical MFPT~5! to the one
obtained in folding simulations. In the folding simulations the u
folded state ensemble comprised conformations with rms53.6 Å.
Open symbols refer to the statistically unreliable data.
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semble, are plotted in Fig. 5~b! as a function of inverse tem
perature 1/T. As expected from Fig. 5~a!, the two diffusion
coefficients disagree rather strongly at temperatures w
the direct evaluation ofD is possible. Except for the quali
tative trend to increase with the temperature the diffus
coefficients computed by the two different methods ha
little in common. As mentioned before, this disagreem
provides clear evidence of the failure of the present theo
ical formalism to describe the dynamics of the reaction
ordinate. Another interesting finding following from Fig
5~b! is that the temperature dependence of the diffusion
efficient D does not obey the Arrhenius law at low tempe
tures as predicted theoretically@36# and in computer simula
tions @11#. It should be noted, however, that our data at lo
temperatures are not sufficiently reliable to allow any qu
titative conclusions.

In addition to comparing the folding times from simul
tions with those from the diffusion-equation formula~5!, we
can also assess the validity of the conformation diffus
approach for our model by investigating the influence of
initial folding conditions on folding time. More specifically
we seek to determine how this influence is captured in
~5!. This question brings up the more general and often o
looked matter of the role of the unfolded state ensemble
protein folding. In the following section we discuss the i
fluence of the nature of initial folding conformations on t
folding time of our peptide.

C. The role of the unfolded state ensemble

We briefly mentioned in an earlier section that, in contr
to the native state, the unfolded state does not consist
single conformation, or even of a few conformations. Stric
speaking, every non-native conformation belongs to the
folded state and a statistical approach to defining the
folded state as an ensemble of conformations, or a distr
tion, is hence necessary. Parameters of such distribution
expected to depend strongly on the conditions of the pro
environment such as the temperature or chemical comp
tion of the solvent. These conditions determine structural
dynamical properties of the unfolded, or denatured, state
semble. Since the structure of the unfolded state can v
with denaturant conditions, it is reasonable to assume
the kinetics of folding will also be affected by the degree
denaturation.

The nature of the unfolded state has been a long-stand
although at times underappreciated, area of research in
tein folding @37#. A number of important developments i
recent years have attracted a renewed interest in this p
lem. In particular, it was found that, contrary to we
established views, conformations of the denatured state
not random coils but may possess a significant amoun
secondary structure@38#. The size of the unfolded conforma
tions, as estimated by the radius of gyration, also appea
be substantially smaller than would arise from complet
structureless states@38,39#. The structure of the unfolded
state ensemble has been shown to strongly depend on
denaturing conditions. For instance, denaturation by differ
chemical means produces unfolded ensembles of sim
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size, but which are quite different in conformational natu
@39#. From a dynamical point of view, proteins in the u
folded state do not display random coil dynamics@40#.

These experimental findings regarding the structure
dynamics of unfolded proteins emphasize the need for a
oretical investigation of how the nature of the unfolded st
affects protein folding. Such an investigation may provi
useful insights into problems where the denatured state p
a critical role. For example, one of the theories of chapero
assisted folding@41# asserts that the protein is mechanica
unfolded upon binding to the the chaperonin cavity@42#. The
nature of the unfolded state produced through this mech
cal stretching is not known. It is also not clear how th
unfolded ensemble will affect protein folding times in com
parison to unfolded ensembles generated by other mean

Questions pertaining to the structure of denatured st
and its influence on folding kinetics are most convenien
addressed using computer simulations. The large numbe
non-native conformations generated in the simulations of
present work allows us to probe the effects of the unfold
state on the folding time of the model. The probability d
tribution of rms calculated at different temperatures is sho
in Fig. 4~b!. Recall from our earlier discussion that formu
~5! was derived by considering that the state of unfold
conformations can be described by a single parametex
5rms. With the protein unfolded at high temperatures, it
apparent from the figure that the unfolded state cannot
assigned a single value of rms. A rather broad distribut
Pi(x) over different values of rms characterizes the th
mally denatured ensemble. Accordingly, folding time
simulations initiated from this type of unfolded ensemble
given by the expression

t f
th5E

x f

`

Pi~x!t~x!dx, ~6!

wheret(x) is the folding time for simulations started from
conformations with rms5x. We note that previouslyt(x)
was taken to represent the actual folding time of the prot
whenx was set toxun f . The folding timet(x) can easily be
calculated in simulations when a sufficient number of traj
tories started from unfolded conformations are available
can also be estimated within the conformational diffusi
approximation through formula~5!. The dependence on th
unfolded state ensemble enters Eq.~6! through bothPi(x)
and t(x). Below we investigatet(x) computed in the
present simulations for five different values of the initial co
ditions x i,rms,x i1Dx, i 51,5. The parameterDx was
chosen such that the ensemble of the initial folding conf
mations is statistically meaningful. It was found that a val
Dx50.2 is large enough to select at least 1000 entries fr
the available pool of unfolded states for allx i investigated at
all temperatures. The initial values of the rms deviation w
taken to bex i52.4, 2.8, 3.2, 3.6, 4.0 Å. As seen from Fig
4~b!, conformations with rms53.6 Å enter the thermally de
natured ensemble with highest probability at all tempe
tures. This is why this value was chosen in the preced
section for the quantitative comparison of the folding tim
computed using theoretical and simulation methods. In Fig
1-7
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we display the ratio of folding time calculated for differentx
to the folding time for the smallest value of rms52.4 Å. The
ratio t(x)/t(x52.4 Å), plotted as a function of tempera
ture, is computed directly from the simulation trajectory
Fig. 6~a!, as well as using the diffusion-equation formula
Fig. 6~b!. Figure 6~a! clearly shows that the folding time
increases as the unfolded states depart from the native
~as reflected by larger values of rms!. An indirect confirma-
tion of this trend can be found in a paper by Fershtet al. @43#
which reports folding times as a function of initial temper
ture andpH levels. The authors report an increase in foldi
time as the temperature is raised, which is in good qualita
agreement with our simulations. Regrettably, the data
lected in the present work are not sufficient to computet(x)
on a dense enough mesh to allow full quantitative predicti
of the folding time as a function of initial temperature.

We mentioned previously that in order to assess the ap
cability of Eq.~5! to our system, it is not sufficient to merel
consider a single value of rms for the initial folding confo
mationsx i . Rather, it is necessary to test how this formu
works whenx i is varied. A similar observation that initia
folding conditions should be varied in order to validate t
conformational diffusion folding mechanism was made
the recent experimental paper by Gaiet al. @44#. Figure 6~b!
shows the variation in folding time, predicted by formula~5!,
as the rms of the initial folding conformations is increase
We note that sinceD is taken to be independent of the rea

FIG. 6. Relative folding timet(x)/t (x52.4 Å) computed for
the polyalanine model studied in the present work as a functio
temperature.~a! Results of direct simulations,~b! data generated by
the diffusion-equation formula~5!.
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tion coordinatex, the conformational diffusion constan
drops out in folding time ratios. All the changes observed
Fig. 6~b! for t(x) hence originate purely from the free en
ergy surface contributions. As is apparent from Fig. 6~b!, the
qualitative trend of the theoretical folding time to increase
the initial ensemble departs from the native state agrees
the results fort(x) obtained from direct simulations. A
quantitative comparison of Figs. 6~b! and 6~a! clearly shows,
however, that the two folding times are off by almost
order of magnitude. In agreement with our earlier obser
tions, we conclude that on the basis of the data shown in
6, the conformational diffusion folding mechanism, as imp
mented through formula~5!, has only limited success in de
scribing the folding kinetics of our polyalanine model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We find evidence of complex, strongly nonexponential
netics in molecular dynamics simulations of an atomis
model of a seven-residue polyalanine peptide in an impl
solvent. As the temperature of the peptide is lowered,
distribution of folding time changes from the narrow dist
bution characteristic of fast relaxation processes, to a br
one, reflective of slow relaxation with long-time tails. Fol
ing at high and low temperatures takes place on dispa
time scales, with the relaxational statistics of the model
coming increasingly dominated at low temperatures
single events of trapping in misfolded conformations.

This onset of slow dynamics renders the quantitative ch
acterization of kinetic~such as mean folding time! as well as
thermodynamic properties~for instance, distribution of rms!
highly problematic in computer simulations. We illustra
this point for our low-temperature simulations for which w
failed to achieve full equilibration. The simulations carrie
out at two lowest temperaturesT5470 K and 500 K covered
physical time of 7ms, i.e., more than 104 typical relaxation
times. We consider a typical relaxation time to be on t
order of 500 ps, the value of the folding time atT5550 K
~the lowest temperature for which reliable data were o
tained!. Under conditions where the underlying stochas
process obeys the laws of normal distribution, averag
over 104 independent events should be sufficient to ens
statistical convergence of the data. Clearly, the failure
equilibrate the system may be of technical nature, due to
insufficient number of integration steps performed in t
simulations. But it may also be of conceptual origin, indic
ing the presence of unusual statistical laws governing
folding kinetics of the present model. For example, if t
folding time of the model obeys broad Le´vy statistics@32#
with a power-law exponent smaller than 1, the system
comes nonergodic and convergence in time averages ca
be achieved no matter how long the simulations are r
Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine on the basis
the available data whether this scenario is actually the cas
the studied model. Additional simulations are required
clarify this issue.

Another important trait of the folding kinetics of th
present model concerns the temperature at which slow
namics sets in. It is apparent from Figs. 2~a! and 4~b! that at

of
1-8
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KINETICS OF THE COIL-TO-HELIX TRANSITION ON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 051901 ~2003!
temperatures whereP(t) becomes broad, the statistic
weight of the native state is negligibly small~less than 1% at
T5600 K). In other words, the folding reaction is slow
temperatures for which the native state has an occupa
probability greater than 0.5, i.e., becomes thermodyna
cally stable. This folding scenario in which the protein lac
fast kinetics pathways linking the unfolded state conform
tions to the native one at physiologically relevant tempe
tures has been predicted@36# on the basis of spin glass theo
ries. This was later confirmed in simulations using latt
@45# as well as off-lattice protein models@46#, in which the
slow pathways become preferentially populated when
temperature drops. Within this scheme, glassy kinetics a
from relative ruggedness, or frustration, of the free ene
surface associated with the protein. The amount of frus
tion in a protein is quantified by the thermodynamic ratio
the folding temperatureTf to the glass transition temperatu
Tg . Depending on the numerical value of the ratioR
5Tf /Tg there are two possibilities for folding efficiency.
R.1 folding proceeds rapidly and displays predominan
exponential kinetics. Slow folders, on the other hand, h
ratiosR,1 and are usually characterized by nonexponen
folding kinetics. Considering this classification of protein
we argue that the model studied in this work belongs to
class of slow folders. Accordingly, we associate the stron
nonexponential and slow kinetics observed in our study w
significant levels of frustration in the model.

The kinetic behavior observed here for polyalanine in
implicit solvent should be compared to the results of R
@11# in which a similar peptide was studied in an explic
solvent. The folding time of 100 ps obtained in an expli
solvent is comparable to 500 ps obtained here. In addit
nonexponential kinetics were also observed in explicit s
vent conditions. A significant difference, however, lies in t
fact that simulations in an explicit solvent were able to rea
equilibrium at physiologically relevant temperatures of 3
K over much shorter time scale~10 ns! @11# than in our
implicit solvent simulations (7ms). The discrepancy be
tween the kinetic patterns observed for essentially the s
protein model but in different solvents implies that the kin
ics of folding is a major factor to consider when assessing
developing implicit solvent models. Indeed, as the pres
model demonstrates, stating that an implicit solvent gen
ates low-energy structures similar to those observed in
periments or an explicit solvent@9# is not sufficient to asses
the usefulness of the model for dynamical simulations, as
J
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underlying potential energy surface may possess exces
amounts of frustration. In this respect, an approach adop
by Freedet al. @14#, in which the aspects of conformationa
dynamics are tested by calculating time correlation functio
in implicit solvents and making comparisons to those o
tained in explicit water simulations, seems to be more app
priate.

An additional fact that lends support to the idea that b
thermodynamic and kinetic criteria should be taken into
count in designing implicit solvent models is that our sim
lations carried out in an implicit solvent reach conflictin
conclusions from those performed with explicit water mo
ecules@11# in terms of the applicability of a conformationa
diffusion folding mechanism. The conformational diffusio
search envisions the folding reaction, which takes place
the multidimensional conformational space, as a diffus
motion along some appropriately chosen progress varia
Depending on whether or not a significant free energy bar
must be overcome on the way to the native state, the fold
may be two state or multistate. Recent simulation in an
plicit solvent @11# has shown that if the configurational di
fusion constantD, which characterizes how freely a prote
can interchange conformations, is independent of
progress variable, the resulting theoretical folding formali
can be used to study helix formation in alanine polypeptid
We applied this same formalism in our study to a polyalan
peptide in an implicit solvent and found that its success
limited. Not only do we obtain large fivefold discrepancies
the folding times computed theoretically and directly fro
the simulation trajectory, but the behavior of the folding tim
with respect to variations in the unfolded state ensembl
not satisfactorily captured by the diffusion-equation formu
~5!. It can be stated with certainty that due to the differen
in levels of frustration between the implicit and explicit so
vent models the diffusive-dynamics formula~5! in its present
form does not describe the folding kinetics of our pepti
model. Clearly, one would need to consider higher-le
models, for instance one in which the diffusion constant
pends on the reaction coordinate@29#, or a multidimensional
reaction coordinate@47#, to bring theoretical and compute
simulation results in better agreement.
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